home:made LA and Operation PR presents

THE WET L.A. POOL PARTY SERIES
To Benefit

Memorial Day Weekend, Saturday, May 28th 2005
1pm – 10pm

The Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel
Los Angeles, CA

PROJECT OVERVIEW
The Wet Pool Party Series has become a Los Angeles summertime ritual for the past
three years. This has created an excellent marketing opportunity for sponsors to reach
the series audience and expose their brand to the 25-35 demographic. These events
offer an unparalleled opportunity to showcase your products to a young, hip, crowd who
annually flock to this exclusive environment where they can relax and be themselves,
free from the chaos of the city.
home:made LA has once again secured the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, which has just
undergone a $20 million renovation, for this event. This will provide an excellent
springboard for our sponsors to reach a new, hip audience, and we are currently seeking
sponsorship partners. The producers will work with your marketing and publicity
departments to stage a complete spectrum of events throughout the series, the first of
which will take place May 28th 2005.

ABOUT APLA
AIDS Project Los Angeles, one of the nation’s largest AIDS service organizations,
provides direct services to more than 10,000 men, women and children living with HIV
and AIDS in Los Angeles County. Services include prevention education, a food bank,
professional dental care, housing assistance, mental health counseling, women’s
services and case management. APLA is a leader in the provision of bilingual HIV
treatment information, in print and on the Internet, and advocates for effective AIDSrelated policies and legislation on the local, state and federal level.

THE EVENT
WET: The Pool Party, started off as a San Francisco summertime pool party that
mushroomed to an event that was attracting over 3000 attendees. Moving to Hollywood
in 2002, the party now attracts people from the Bay Area, Miami and Southern California.
Featuring internationally renowned House music DJ’s, this is a high-energy pool party for
young adults (25-35). Cabana rooms surround the large pool and are available to the
attendees. Taking place during the daytime, the events last well past sunset.

THE HOTEL
Our staff will be on hand throughout the events to cater to sponsors and special guests,
against the backdrop of one of the most original summer events Los Angeles has ever
seen. We have chosen the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel to stage these events because
of the property’s unique history, the recently renovated pool and cabana rooms, and the
desirable location in the heart of Hollywood. The hotel was once home to the likes of
Marilyn Monroe, Errol Flynn and more recently Madonna. The aesthetic and décor
perfectly compliments the sophistication and premier image associated with our event.
The powerful publicity campaign surrounding this project has been strategically designed
to create a phenomenal amount of awareness of our sponsor-driven event and the
charity it benefits. Your strategic partners, social figures, celebrities, and the media, will
be immersed in an exclusive yet fluid social environment at one of the most desirable
locations in Los Angeles.
The event producers are skilled at all aspects of event production, from media relations
to decor. Sponsors will be able to select from a wide variety of branding opportunities
that will reach an exclusive array of celebrities, VIP’s, and media, using signage, product
placement and unique activities tailored to the sponsor’s needs.
Products can be seamlessly integrated into the environment, whether they are clothing,
shoes, services, health and beauty products, tech gadgets, and food or beverages. This
will be a powerful opportunity to showcase products and services at our planned events
while supporting an important charitable cause

THE DEMOGRAPHIC
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Trendsetters
Adults, 25 to 40
Early adopters
Hip, image conscious and brand aware
High disposable income
Urbane & sophisticated
College educated and above
Income range from 50K – 200K
From Southern California, San Francisco, and Miami (plus a percentage of
international travelers)

WET PARTY PRESENTING SPONSOR
SPONSORSHIP PACK
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Dedicated showcase for your presentation
Access to and use of photos detailing your on-site participation
Literature/product included in all gift bags
Your logo and link on the website homepage
Landers PR staff to coordinate with your PR department
Mention/representation on ALL marketing and business materials (including
but not limited to mailers, press releases, media VIP passes & prominent
placement on all invitations distributed to targeted high-profile guests
Mention in feature articles with press partners, including but not limited to
credits and product placement in TV coverage
Presenting Sponsorship: “WET LA Pool Party,” presented by ___________ to
Benefit APLA.”
“Presented by” designation in all print, radio and ancillary marketing
o Choice pick of premium installation location
o Additional outdoor space available
Company logo on the step and repeat/red carpet photo locations
In-house PR staff will manage the press line, escort celebrities/key media
personnel
20 VIP TICKETS and 2 Cabana Suites
Exclusive hosted VIP cocktail reception featuring VIP gift-bag
Full-access passes to after-party
Access to our group rate at the Hotel Roosevelt
Round -trip business class transportation and accommodations at
Roosevelt Hotel for 2

CONTACT:
Event Producer: Marc Burton
marcburton@comcast.com
office: 323.651.3370
Producer: Nic Adams
nicadams@yahoo.com
direct: 323.708.2974
Producer: Chelsie Ricci
cricci@operationpr.com
Cell: 310 779 7034

